Quantum Resonance Magnetic Analyzer Quantum Specifications

This product, also referred to as the Quantum body scanner, works with low intensity electromagnetic waves which is projected into the body and reflects against observed and preprogrammed objects and substances including organs, minerals and vitamins. Reflected waves are scanned back into the device where data is analysed against set norms to establish discrepancies. Such discrepancies could be either excesses as well as shortages when compared to the norm. The machine therefore effectively measures areas where the body experiences stresses and deficiencies which could result in illnesses and diseases in time to come. 1000’s of parallel comparisons has been carried out over the years and the device found to be within the 80% to 85% accuracy.

Taken the cost of the tests into consideration which could be as little as 2%-5% of the alternative blood pathology testing it offers an excellent opportunity to most persons to achieve improved knowledge and to take proactive corrective action. This could result in many more years of healthy and productive living.

Selection criteria of your Quantum body scanner: This relatively inexpensive machine could add great value to you, your family and friends and many persons acquire it to assist in wellness management at home or work. Some therapists are also looking at acquiring the product to assist in their general wellness, spa or even homeopathic practice. The Quantum body scanner is an imported product and generally manufactured in the East. We have encountered many suppliers interested in promoting the product at very attractive prices. Many suppliers are however supplying copies of the original and even copies of copies which makes the process of finding a quality machine so much more difficult. At Art of Health we have researched many suppliers and also brought various products into the market with disastrous results. We believe that the value in our offering remains in the extensive technical and commercial backup that we offer to our clients.

Our local supplier and importer of the products is an electronic engineering company with extensive technical depth. It offers support when it comes to electronic compatibility problems with both software and hardware. Of great value is also the operating and commercial training provided by Art of Health with the sale of every product which often results in a far more optimal use of the product.